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Abstract

Using genetic and physical methods we discovered short-inverted repeat type transposable
elements in non-drosophilid insects including, Bactorcera tryoni, Musca domestica, Musca vetustissima
and Lucilia cuprina. These elements are related to hobo, Ac and Tam3. The Hermes element from M.
domestica is 2749 bp in length and has terminal inverted repeats and a transposase coding region very
similar to those in hobo. Hermes is functional in M. domestica and can act as a gene vector in this
species. When Hermes is introduced into D. melanogaster it is hyperactive, relative to existing vector
systems used in this species. Hermes will be useful as a gene vector.

1. Introduction

The transposable elements hobo, Ac and Tam3 are structurally similar, encode proteins with
similar amino acid sequences and have similar mechanisms of movement [1-4]. These similarities
suggest that these elements are members of a family of elements that we call the hAT {hobo,_Ac, Tam3)
family. hA Telements are used as gene vectors and/or gene tagging agents in the species from which they
were isolated and are capable of transposing when introduced into heterologous species. The ability of
hAT elements to function in species other than their hosts distinguishes them from most other eukaryotic
transposable elements that have been analyzed [5], As part of our efforts to develop gene vector
technology for insects of economic and medical significance to man we discovered and are
characterizing hA Telements from Musca domestica, Musca vetustissima, Lucilia cuprina and Bactrocera
tryoni. We show that some of these elements are functional and capable of serving as gene vectors in
their hosts and in diverged species.

2. Material and Methods

hAT element detection, ^ r e l emen t excision and transposition require transposase. We have
used this requirement to assess non drosophilid insect embryos for the presence of hAT-like transposases
that can cause the excision of hobo elements from plasmids [4]. This method has been described [4],

hAT element isolation. Based on the limited sequence similarities between hobo, Ac and Tam3
we designed oligonucleotide primers that were used in polymerase chain reactions with non-drosophilid
insect genomic DNA as template. Primer design and amplification conditions have been described [4].
Inverse PCR was used to isolate the remaining sequences of the element [6].

hAT element analysis. hAT element transposition was tested in vivo using plasmid-based
element mobility assays as described [5]. Germline transformation of Drosophila melanogaster with
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hAT vectors relied on established methods [7, 8]. In experiments reported here Hermes vectors
containing the D. melanogaster m'\n\-white gene were constructed [9]. In addition, a Hermes helper
plasmid was constructed containing the Hermes transposase coding region under the regulatory control
of D. melanogaster hsp70 promoter. This plasmid provided a source of transposase. The I),
melanogaster strain w1' ' " was used as a host [ 10].

3. Results

3.1. hobo transposase-like activity in Musca domestica embryos

When piasmids containing non-autonomous hobo elements were introduced into M. domestica
embryonic cells by injection of preblastoderm embryos hobo elements excised frequently, hobo excision
was completely dependent upon the presence of the hobo terminal inverted repeats. Excision frequently
resulted in deletion of sequences flanking the hobo element. These "footprints" arising from hobo
excision were qualitatively different from those observed in D. melanogaster embryos expressing hobo
transposase. Expression of hobo transposase in Musca domestica embryos resulted in reduced excision
frequencies but did not alter the "footprints" of the excision products recovered.

3.2. hobo transposase-like coding regions in Musca domestica, Musca vetustissima, Lucilia
cuprina and Bactrocera tryoni.

We designed degenerate oligonucleotides similar to regions previously identified as being
conserved among hobo, Ac and Tami and used them as primers in a PCR with M. domestica genomic
DNA as template [4]. These primers amplified the predicted 454-bp hobo fragment from a
/w/w-containing Oregon-R strain of D. melanogaster, and a similar sized fragment was amplified from
the genome of a strain of M. domestica. The fragment was cloned, sequenced and shares 61% amino
acid identity with hobo transposase. Similar results were obtained using B. tryoni and M. vetustissima
genomic DNA.

5.3. The Hermes transposable element from M. domestica

Sequence and structure. We used an inverse PCR-based strategy to isolate sequences flanking
the 454 bp transposase-like fragment isolated from M. domestica. Using this method we isolated
overlapping segments of several Hermes elements from M. domestica. Alignment of the overlapping
regions yielded a full-length consensus Hermes sequence of 2749 bp. The data were generated by
compiling the sequences of several independent recombinants of each inverse PCR generated product.
In this way sequence variation introduced during amplification by Taq polymerasc was distinguished
from naturally occurring sequence variation between elements. Hermes elements are quite homogeneous
in sequence. Very low levels of nucleotide polymorphism were found between the different Hermes
elements sequenced. No large DNA insertions or deletions were observed.

Variation between strains. We used oligonucleotide primers specific to subterminal Hermes
sequences in a PCR reaction to investigate sequence length heterogeniety of Hermes elements among
M domestica strains. These oligonucleotides were used to amplify internal Hermes sequences from
genomic DNA extracted from single flies of various strains. Elements without deletions will yield a 2.4
kb amplification product. All strains examined contained a 2.4 kb band, indicating that all contain at
least one full-length or near full-length element. Most strains contained between 1 and 5 different-sized
elements. The pattern of size variation we observed is similar to that observed for other active
transposable element systems, including /', hobo, Tami and Ac.
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Hermes transposase. Hermes contains a single long open reading frame beginning at nucleotide
450 and ending at 2285. Conceptual translation of the ORF yields a protein sequence comprising 612
amino acids that displays 55% identity and 71% similarity to the /io/>o-transposase. The ORF appears
to encode the Hermes transposase protein. Comparisons of the Hermes sequence with those of hobo, Ac,
Tam3 and the ^c-like element from P. glaucum clearly show that Hermes transposase protein is most
similar to that of hobo. We find that all five transposases are alignable over their entire length.

Hermes terminal and subterminal sequences. Comparison of the left and right terminal
sequences of Hermes reveals that they are composed of 17 bp imperfect inverted repeats. The left
terminal inverted repeat of Hermes differs from that of hobo by two bases, while the right terminus of
Hermes differs from the corresponding region of hobo by only a single nucleotide. Comparison of the
terminal inverted repeats of other members of the /2/irelement family revealed that all share a conserved
A and G at positions 2 and 5, respectively, in their left inverted terminal repeats and a complementary
C and T in their right terminal sequences. This A2G5 pattern is not universal to all short inverted
repeat-type elements.

3.4. Hermes mobility in M. domestica

We used the transposition assay developed by us and described elsewhere [5]. Our only
modification of this assay was to use a 'donor plasmid' that contained a Hermes element instead of hobo
sequences and a 'helper' plasmid consisting of the Hermes transposase coding region under the
regulatory control of the D. melanogaster hsp70 promoter. Embryo injections, plasmid recovery and
plasmid screening were done as described [5].

After screening 106 target plasmids (pUCSacRB [5]) we recovered two interplasmid
transposition events. Transposition resulted in the movement of only sequences delimited by the
inverted repeats of Hermes and resulted in an 8 bp duplication of the insertion site. These features are
characteristic of transpositional recombination mediated by hAT elements.

3.5. Hermes mobility in D. melanogaster

Three independent experiments resulted in the production of transgenic D. melanogaster with
integrated Hermes elements. An average of 32% of fertile Go adults developing from injected embryos
produced transgenic progeny. Comparable frequencies are seen using P elements [11]. 88% of the Go

adults producing trangenic progeny had multiple insertions of Hermes in the germline. This was
indicated by the presence of multiple eye phenotypes ranging from light orange to dark red. We
confirmed the presence of multiple insertions by genetic mapping. 57% of the Gn progeny with
integration of Hermes in the germline produced clusters of transgenic progeny casued by premeiotic
insertion of Hermes. We defined a cluster as 10% or more of the progeny. In some flies almost the
entire germline was transformed resulting in over 90% of the progeny with an integrated Hermes
element.

We confirmed the presence of Hermes sequences in G, progeny with pigmented eyes using PCR.
Hermes -specific oligonucleotide primers were used with genomic DNA isolated from G, adults. Hermes
sequences were detected in all progeny with pigmented eyes but never detected in non-transformed
white-eyed siblings. Donor-plasmid sequences flanking Hermes were never detected in progeny with
pigmented eyes, confirming that Hermes integrated into the Drosophila genome by transpositional
recombination.
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4. Discussion

A genetic test for detecting hobo excision showed that hobo excision is a transposase-dependent
reaction. We also showed that hobo excision occurred in M. domestica embryos in the absence of
/jo/w-encoded transposase suggesting this species contains proteins with transposase-like activity.
However, differences in hobo excision footprints seen in M. domestica and D. melanogaster indicated
the protein responsible for excising hobo in M. domestica was not identical to hobo transposase [4].
Using PCR and degenerate oligonucleotide primers we tested this hypothesis by screening M. domestica
genomic DNA for sequences similar to the coding region of hobo transposase. We isolated middle
repetitive sequences with high sequence similarity to hobo transposase. These sequences displayed
copy-number and insertion-site variation between two M domestica strains suggesting they were
transposable elements (Hermes, [4]).

Isolation and identification of a complete Hermes element revealed 17 bp imperfect terminal
repeats nearly identical to the inverted repeats of hobo. The internal sequences of Hermes contain a
single long open reading frame with remarkable similarity to the ainino acid sequence of hobo
transposase[6]. These data indicate that Hermes is a short inverted repeat-type transposable element
belonging to the hobo, Ac. and Tumi (hAT) element family and suggests Hermes is the source of hobo
transposase-like activity detected in M. domestica embryos [4].

Comparison of the terminal inverted repeats of Hermes with other members of the hAT family,
including the Bg and Tagl elements, revealed a previously undocumented sequence similarity. These
elements, although having inverted repeats of various lengths and sequence compositions, all have an
A at position 2 and a G at position 5 of their left termini, and complementary bases at the corresponding
positions in their right termini. This observation suggests these nucleotides play a central in the
biochemistry of recombination in this family of elements. Elements with the A2G5 motif share the
property of generating 8 bp insertion site duplications upon insertion and supernumerary nucleotides
forming short palindromes at the site of rejoining following excisionb [6].

Identification and characterization of Hermes in M. domestica indicates that hobo-\\kc elements
are not restricted in their distribution within insects as thought previously. Although we have not yet
undertaken a large-scale search for related elements in other species, we have identified additional
members of this family from other non-drosophilid insects including Musca vetustissima (Muscidae),
Lucilia cuprina (Calliphoridae) and Baclrocera tryoni (Tephritidae). Insect hAT element sequences
appear more similar to each other than to the /^7'elements of plants. These data are consistent with the
hypothesis that this family of elements is of ancient origin.

Hermes is a functional transpoasable element, capable of transposing in M. domestica. Using
interplasmid transposition asssays we showed that Hermes can transpose from a donor plasmid to a target
plasmid and insertion resulted in 8 bp duplications of the target site. Although Hermes transposase was
supplied by a helper plasmid we do not know at this time if this was required. Our previous efforts
testing hobo mobility in Musca revealed an endogenous transposase activity [4]. That this activity
originated from Hermes and was responsible for promoting transposition of Hermes in M domestica
remains to be tested directly.

Hermes can transpose when introduced into cells of divergent species such as D. melanogaster.
Not only can Hermes transpose but it can be used as a germline transposition vector in this species.
Hermes is the first transposable element shown to be capable of acting as a germline transformation
vector in an insect outside the family of insects from which it was isolated. In this case Hermes is an
efficient gene vector in an insect species that last shared a common ancestor with M. domestica 150
million years ago. The mobility properties of Hermes in D. mekmogaster are similar to those of Ac and
Tarn3 in heterologous plant species. However, unlike Ac and Tam3 in heterologous plant species,
Hermes appears hyperactive in heterologous hosts. The large clusters of transgenic progeny from single
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Go adults (in some cases over 90% of the progeny were transgenic) arose because transposition occurred
very soon after injection into preblastoderm embryos. Approximately 20-50 pole cells are present prior
to gastrulation of D. melanogaster. These arose from the division of 2-4 pole cells that budded from the
pole plasm. Large clusters of transgenic progeny from a single Go requires transposition to occur belore
or shortly after budding of pole cells. Early transposition is uncharacteristic of D. melanogaster
transposable elements currently used as gene vectors in this species, including P, hobo and mariner. In
addition to early movement of Hermes upon injection into D. melanogaster Hermes has high rates ot
transposition. Many of the Go individuals producing transformed progeny had multiple Hermes
insertions at different chromosomal locations. In one case we recovered at least 7 independent
integration events from a single Go adult. Multiple insertions were seen in many GO individuals.
Multiple independent transgenic progeny arising from individual GO are detected infrequently using P
elements in D. melanogaster.

Our results allow us to make a number of conclusions. First, using ^/"element excision as a
bioassay for hAT transposases is a reliable means for detecting the presence of related, functional
transposable elements in non-drosophilid insects. Second. hAT elements are present in a number of
non-drosophilid insect species and appear to be a family of elements of ancient origin. Third, the Hermes
element from M. domestica is a functional / ^e l emen t from this species. Fourth, Hermes is capable
of acting as a germ line transformation vector in a species of insect 1 50 million years diverged from M.
domestica. Fifth, Hermes is hyperactive in D. melanogaster, relative to the activities of/1, hobo and
mariner elements. Finally, Hermes is likely to be functional in tephritid fruitflies.
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